I still agree that certain formal aspects are important BUT new technological and artistic developments create a new freedom and re-infuse a new energy into the old mediums.<<


Alright, let’s be honest here: if it wasn’t for our guest art director I still wouldn’t have the slightest idea who Jon Rafman is. Maybe it’s because I’ve become more reclusive and ignorant with every new year. Maybe it’s because I stopped following any kind of feuilleton a while ago already. Maybe I’m more fascinated by any kind of ephemeral than by persistence and substance these days. Maybe my own little universe and its inhabitants were too busy with trying to establish a weird kind of significant independence apart from a system of labour, capital and time. But most likely: maybe it’s because I used to run in the other direction as soon as terms like “internet art” or “digital artist” occur. Not necessarily because I think executing ideas in an analogue way is more elaborate or automatically more meaningful, but because I’m generally scared of 72dpi and its associated accessibility for each and everyone.

It’s in the nature of things: digital art tends to be more experimental and subversive than any other art form these days due to its immediate effect and easy ways of distribution to spread the results, regardless how high or lo-brow they might seem. And Montreal-based artist Jon Rafman is one of its finest and most outspoken practitioner of his craft. He lately got a lot of attention through his rather brilliant Google Street project, a series of intriguing and odd images he sourced from Google’s street view map system. The rest of his catalogue comfortably sits between impressive and thoughtful ways of renderings (like his Brand New Paint Job project, e.g.) and instantaneous works with the character of elaborate pranks. Time for Lodown to invest a little further.

Jon, we’ve just slipped into 2011… would you say it’s still important to discern between analogue and digital or is there an almost restrictive and hypocritical ring to it as soon as you want to clearly separate these concepts?

My own attitude towards being a purist who insists on making the distinction between analogue and digital is a combination of respect and challenge. Respect because I prize their emphasis on formal and tactile aspects such as colour, texture, and composition. I see this as core to the artistic value or quality of the work. I have learnt from this formal rigor and try to achieve it in my own work. What I challenge, however, is an excessive emphasis on what purists, especially photo purists, see as intrinsic or inherent aspects of their craft be it the emulsion or the brand of camera or components. At one point in history, that view may have been relevant but to me it no longer carries the same relevance.

To me it seems like they are fetishizing what they view as being true to the medium. I feel that by doing so they are diminishing the artistic value or potential quality of digital forms or new languages that integrate the still image. I still agree that certain formal aspects are important but new technological and artistic developments create a new freedom and re-infuse a new energy into the old mediums. I question the type of “purism” does not allow us to incorporate new forms and developments. Perhaps with some arts like painting it is a lot about the actual materials. In my view, you can be a purist but the purity or perfection or quality is no longer tied completely to the material aspects of the work. I developed this attitude in part because internet culture encourages a sort of lightness or nonchalance, and disrespect towards the precious physical object and this has been liberating for many artists.

Why is the term “internet artist” still handled as a dirty word, even though the internet has existed for decades already?
I think the negative association with net.art has developed in part because people tend to reduce it to either boring '90s hacker art or retro web 1.0 animated or a distinct type of ironic kitsch and in-jokes that employ a mix of pop-cultural and obscure internet references.

So would you consider yourself to be an internet artist?

Yes, in that, the internet is one of the primary spaces in which I exhibit my work. Although I do make work that is not exclusively made for exhibition on the web. I prefer using the term Gurthrie Lo-nergan coined “internet aware art”. And with each progressive generation the internet is increasingly integral to everyday living. And so dialogue amongst internet aware artists is steadily turning into less and less of a conversation limited to the signs and symbols of the web. It is transforming into a conversation about everyday reality.

The very majority of art forms aren’t only positioned in time, but by geographic coordinates as well. Would you say that the internet and its related blog/tumblr-culture is our new Esperanto, a new kind of international folklore?

Definitely! I think there is a real dialogue that is taking place between artists all over the globe. Back in 2006, group internet surf blogs like Nasty Nets first began to highlight this new vernacular, but since then it has transformed and become increasingly complex. This blog culture allows for individuals to respond instantaneously to each others no matter where one is based, fostering a culture of direct response that often resembles a real-time conversation where fast paced conceptual and aesthetic exchanges can occur. Sometimes I sense that me and the other internet-aware artists are all collaborating in the search for structure in this seemingly formless overflow of information that we are bombarded with everyday. Other times I feel like we are all simply attempting to highlight the contradictions and chaos of the digital age, revealing a world in which we are constantly being bombarded by fragmentary impressions and overwhelmed with information, a world in which we see too much and register nothing. Likeminded artists like Oliver Laric for example made the transition from virtual to tangible/physical art. Were you ever tempted to do the same… I can imagine it’s a lot easier in terms of a quick cash-in.

In away I’ve already made the transition from virtual to physical since I’ve been making large format prints of my Google Street View images. The desire to create something that occupies physical space is tied to the desire to see ones work in a new context away from the computer screen. When I first saw my Street Views hanging on a wall, I noticed new aspects of the image that hadn’t seen when they were purely digital. I think a lot can be gained and learned about ones work by materialize it… also artists have to feed themselves somehow.

I once read you were interested in trying to use a new kind of 3D printer for a certain series of yours. Please tell me a bit more about this project.

Yes, I see each one of my “Brand New Paint Job’s” (BNPJ) as both a stand-alone work and a proposal for a physical object. Right now 3D printing technology is available, but printing at large scales is prohibitively expensive. I imagine, however, that in the not so distant future it will become affordable and one day we will have 12 years old boys designing 3D models of their dream cars in their parent’s basement, uploading the models to an on-demand 3D printing website, and receiving the life-sized prototype shipped to them within the week. Until then, I’ve been exploring different strategies to realize my BNPJs in new ways. Currently I’m working with Tabor Robak to create a totally immersive 3D environments where you will be able to interact with my BNPJ models like in a first person shooter. (>>1)

I’m heavily fascinated by your Street View series (>>2)… for me it kinda disables the common preconception that the very majority of what you find in the depths of the Interwebs is either gnarly or devoid of meaning. How much time do you usually have to spend before you find an almost perfect picture?

I have to mentally prepare myself before I go Street View “surfing”. The process requires intense endurance and concentration. When I first started off, I would regularly go on 12 hour Ritalin-fueled
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>> One [...] theme in my work is contemporary ALIENATION expressed through the tension between the ideal and the real and the romantic and the ironic. <<
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eyes on this scenario? Is it like voyeurism without the sleaze?
I often start a session by going onto the official Street View homepage to see where the Google cars are currently located across the world and begin surfing from those points. I thrive off the idea that I may be the first person to ever have gazed upon the given scenario. And it is this joy in exploring the virtual world that led inexorably to a critique of the real world in which we are trapped. The 9 Eyes project both celebrates Google’s technologies and critiques the culture and consciousness it reflects. We want to matter and we want to matter to somebody but loneliness and anonymity are often our plight. At times, I introduce a moral perspective at times by adopting the role of a member of the community. At other times, I alter or undo familiar conventions by reframing or by introducing the human gaze. In this way, I align myself with the historical role of the artist who not so much liberates us from our enslavement.

Do you necessarily divide between aesthetics and statement... I’m asking because your Brand New Paint Job (BNPJ) series seems to flirt with the fascination of triviality (or kitsch).
No, I am as much influenced by a terrible kitsch I consumed growing up as the great works of literature and art I read and experienced. I think this mix of high and low influences is just part and parcel of modernity. Brand New Paint Job was born out of the desire to discover the formal result of the juxtaposition of a two-dimensional image with a three-dimensional model. So I forced collisions between the 3D model and the instrumental role of the object highlights the diminished division between art and design these days. I think more and more important to look at the world with a historical consciousness. History is “wrapped” around us at all times, even if it has been relegated to the status of surface textures or a glossy layer of paint simply applied over everything, like a paint job. Some people interpret BNPJ as wryly mocking art history, but one can equally see BNPJ as paying genuine homage to it. When I cover a room from wall to wall with a repeating painting, the room becomes a shrine to the painting.

A rather twisted sense of humour and a soft spot for the slightly absurd can be found in a lot of your series. Would you say this component is an integral part of your body of work?
From Duchamp’s ready-mades to Cory Arcangel’s Photoshop gradients, humour has played a prominent role in the history of art this past century. In my search for how to best critically examine and represent modern experience, I also tend to arrive at ideas that contain an element of the absurd. One reoccurring themes in my work is contemporary alienation expressed through the tension between the ideal and the real and the romantic and the ironic.

What’s next for Mr. Rafman?
I just finished up a short film titled Codes of Honor about a pro video game player. The film emerged out of my time spent investigating pro fighting game culture. I was living in New York spending every day in Chinatown at the last great East Coast video game arcade. I bring my camera and interview all the regulars and put the interviews on my YouTube channel (>>3) dedicated to documenting the subculture. It was great, the YouTube videos triggered all these debates about who was the greatest Ken or Ryu back in 1998. The film combines interviews I captured at the arcade and Second Life machinima to tell the story of a fallen video game player reminiscing his glory at the joysticks.
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CHRIS COY

Is internet art always expected to be unserious and thus more serious than conceptual art?

I think early conceptualists were equally serious & unserious. What I mean is that it’s difficult today to view Conceptual Art without fetishizing its aesthetics: typewriters, pseudo-scientific notation, sets of instructions, black & white photography, etc. All have been canonized as markers of a certain type of intellectual endeavor and emotional detachment/coldness. Things were deadpan then, they’re deadpan now; not much has changed. We’re still dealing with similar questions and being quite underhanded about it. How stubborn can openness be? Openness can be pretty damn stubborn.

MARTIN

Does the amount of visual effects available eat you up?

Somewhere between concepts, desires and shamanism without a strategy to a certain extent. Therefore effects can be fun to play around with but I don’t care so much. They are around from time to time (var. colors / lengths / odors / genders and slickness) and at the end one has to pick some1 or whatever. Indeed: if you want, they will pop up anywhere. Like if u want… actually they can act as both a facade or a concept. What a handshake. Do you sometimes confuse whether you’re in front or behind the screen? Tell me about it. At the same time the common metaphor of cyberSpace as a Space is a piece of a shit. It’s not divided by the screen (it has various qualities from the hardware to your friends list—it’s not happening solely somewhere behind…) But yes, I wish mine was at least few inches bigger and with a remote control. We learned pretty well to perceive in the death of one quality a presence of another. Don’t u have a boat to borrow? Let’s get back to the beach.
Do you feel it is all about who got game? About creating appealing yet ironic works with references to pop culture and a big "get it?"

No, I don't think art is a game of Celebrity Jeopardy. When artists' only contextual reference in their work is the work of other artists they become boring very quickly. Viewers who recognize that kind of art's referent say "I get it" and move on without a thought, while the rest of its audience doesn't "get it" and doesn't care. "Art for art's sake" is a tired excuse to become insularly intentioned and limited in your scope of influence. Art has a responsibility to exist in and for the time it is made. The best art isn't even art all of the time—the best art has the ability to shape-shift and become useable in a variety of ways (as protest, as entertainment, as social diagram, as historical revision, as cultural intervention, etc.) It is this textured existence that allows great art to be applicable to many and create new perceptions of the world in the eyes of its diverse body of viewers. You once said, "The point of art is not to create art out of thin air but to find what is meaningful out of everything in the world." What can we find in Rodman? Can you explain the magic of re-functioning?

Dennis Rodman is an interesting and dynamic person, and for that reason I wanted to associate myself with him by paying tribute to his trademark hair colours in a formal style that reflected the layered complexity of his life. Jogging [A.N. Brad's former blog] was as much about the individual works that comprised it as it was about the performance of constant art production online, so for that reason Rodman probably makes more sense when viewed alongside the other 800 or so other posts on that blog. Re-functioning is a tactic that allows the present to speak to the past— one of many impossible things art attempts to do.

Does "the sculpture already exist inside the block of marble" (Michelangelo)? I never checked. But I'd say there's tombstones and table tops for hotels inside. I did find sculptures on websites, in spam emails and within the graphical user interface of my computer, however. You don't carve them out of mountains nowadays, it's more like catching butterflies. You have to spot and collect them. Trying to dig up the author of a work in endlessly reblogged Tumblr posts, that's the sweaty part today. So I'm wondering if Michelangelo was still around (and that quote of his does sound like a classic Twitter post) what would he say? "The sculpture already exists inside Google's 3D Warehouse?"

What's your main inspiration? The word "inspiration" sounds like there is a moment of reflection in my work, but I can assure you there is not. I'm getting bombarded with signs of pop culture all my life; shit in, shit out. What's more interesting to me is the motivation behind creating what you refer to as cannon balls. I've always been most productive when I had a certain audience in mind that I wanted to impress (not just the anonymous user). So being a member of an internet surfing club or knowing that a particular person follows my blog or feed makes me want to land a hit. I guess I just want those people to like me.